
IN THE { MERGEFIELD  FW_PRCDGS_DRS_FW_COURT_name \* Upper } 

 

CLAIM NUMBER: { MERGEFIELD FW_PRCDGS_DRS_FWCLAIMNO } 

 

B E T W E E N : - 

 

{ MERGEFIELD  LINKNAME_FORENAME_1 \* Upper } { MERGEFIELD  

LINKNAME_SURNAME_1 \* Upper } 

Claimant 

 

- and - 

 

 

{ IF { MERGEFIELD FW_DEBTOR_DETS_FW_DEBT_CO_NM }= "" "{ 

MERGEFIELD  FW_DEBTOR_DETS_FW_DEBT_FORE \* Upper } { MERGEFIELD  

FW_DEBTOR_DETS_FW_DEBT_SURN \* Upper }" "{ MERGEFIELD  

FW_DEBTOR_DETS_FW_DEBT_CO_NM \* Upper }" } 

Defendant 

 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

PARTICULARS OF CLAIM 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

1 The Claimant has { IF { MERGEFIELD FW_PRCDGS_DRS_FW_CLAIM_TYPE } 

= "Services" "rendered" "supplied" } { MERGEFIELD 

FW_PRCDGS_DRS_FW_CLAIM_TYPE } to the Defendant.  The Claimant’s 

terms of trading{ IF { MERGEFIELD FW_DEBT_DETS_FW_PYMNT_TERMS } = 

"" " are { MERGEFIELD FW_DEBT_DETS_FW_PY_TRMS_OTH }" " include that 

each invoice shall be paid within { MERGEFIELD 

FW_DEBT_DETS_FW_PYMNT_TERMS } days of invoice " }. 

 

2 Further, at all material time when so dealing, the Claimant and Defendant were 



acting in the course of their respective businesses and it was an implied term of 

the agreement, under S1(1) of the Late Payment of Commercial Debts (Interest) 

Act 1998, that any qualifying debt created by the material contract would carry 

statutory interest. 

3 The Claimant has invoiced the Defendant for the total sum of { MERGEFIELD 

FW_DEBT_DETS_FW_ORIG_DEBT \# £#,##.00} under invoice number[s]: 

{ MERGEFIELD  TableStart:FW_INVOICE_DETS }{ MERGEFIELD  

FW_INV_NO }{ MERGEFIELD  TableEnd:FW_INVOICE_DETS } 

 

Details of the said invoice[s, all of] which has/have been duly rendered upon the 

Defendant, are attached. 

 

4 The Defendant has failed to pay the said sums due to the Claimant within { 

MERGEFIELD FW_DEBT_DETS_FW_PYMNT_TERMS } days of each material 

invoice, or at all. 

 

5 Accordingly, the Claimant claims { MERGEFIELD 

FW_DEBT_DETS_FW_ORIG_DEBT \# £#,##.00} as the sum owing for { 

MERGEFIELD FW_PRCDGS_DRS_FW_CLAIM_TYPE } { IF { MERGEFIELD 

FW_PRCDGS_DRS_FW_CLAIM_TYPE } = "Services" "rendered" "supplied" } to 

the Defendant. 

 

6 Further, the Claimant claims interest under S1(1) of the Late Payment of 

Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998 upon each such debt. 

 

7 The Claimant further claims compensation under S5A of the Late Payment of 

Commercial Debts (Interest) Act 1998 upon each such debt. 

 

8 Alternatively, the Claimant claims interest at such rate, on such amount and for 

such period as the Court sees fit pursuant to Section 69 of the County Courts Act 

1984. 

 

AND the Claimant claims from the Defendant: 

 



(a) { MERGEFIELD FW_DEBT_DETS_FW_ORIG_DEBT \# £#,##.00} 

 

(b) Interest pursuant to S1(1) of the Late Payment of Commercial Debts 

(Interest) Act 1998 at 8% above Base Rate in the sum of { MERGEFIELD 

FW_DEBT_DETS_FW_STAT_INT \# £#,##.00} to today’s date and 

continuing at the daily rate of { MERGEFIELD 

FW_DEBT_DETS_FW_STAT_INTRATE \# £#,##.00} 

 

(c) Compensation under S5A of the Late Payment of Commercial Debts 

(Interest) Act 1998 in the sum of { MERGEFIELD 

FW_DEBT_DETS_FW_COMP_LPCD \# £#,##.00}. 

 

(d) Alternatively, interest at such amount and for such period as the Court thinks 

fit pursuant to Section 69 of the County Courts Act 1984. 

 

 



 

IN THE { MERGEFIELD FW_PRCDGS_DRS_FW_COURT_name } 

 

CLAIM NUMBER: { MERGEFIELD FW_PRCDGS_DRS_FWCLAIMNO } 

 

 

B E T W E E N : - 

 

 

{ MERGEFIELD  LINKNAME_FORENAME_1 \* Upper } { MERGEFIELD  

LINKNAME_SURNAME_1 \* Upper } 

Claimant 

 

- and - 

 

 

{ IF { MERGEFIELD FW_DEBTOR_DETS_FW_DEBT_CO_NM }= "" "{ 

MERGEFIELD  FW_DEBTOR_DETS_FW_DEBT_FORE \* Upper } { MERGEFIELD  

FW_DEBTOR_DETS_FW_DEBT_SURN \* Upper }" "{ MERGEFIELD  

FW_DEBTOR_DETS_FW_DEBT_CO_NM \* Upper }" } 

Defendant 

 

____________________________________ 

 

PARTICULARS OF CLAIM 

____________________________________ 

 

 

{ MERGEFIELD 

"PRACTICEINFO_PRACTICE_NAME" } 

 

Reference: { MERGEFIELD "client_no" }/{ 

MERGEFIELD "matter_no" } 

 


